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== DESIGN == The shape of the UMPC has been inspired by "The Calculators" the first big generation of scientific calculators
and the industry standard still today. The interface is made of 4 transparent zones : ￭ The Backlight Zone ￭ The WMDP zone ￭

A central Zone ￭ The FrontZone ==== Backlight Zone ==== It is the zone containing the Caps Lock button. In combination
with the WMDP zone, this zone allows the typing to be easily visible even in direct sunlight. ==== WMDP zone ==== WMDP
stands for "Window Management Device Palette". This zone contains a set of buttons that enable the user to activate all features
of the calculator. ==== Central Zone ==== The central Zone contains the UMPC's H, K and C buttons and enables the user to

open quick applications. ==== Frontzone ==== The Frontzone contains the SE, INT and L keys and makes it possible to launch
applications directly from the UMPC. ==== MASTER ==== The bottom of the UMPC has 2 LEDs to alert the user when the

UMPC is plugged in and running. ==== CF ==== The calculator has an internal slot for a CompactFlash card. This will contain
the dialkeys ROMs. You can also install the "dialkeys.cfg" file directly on the CF. ==== TRACKER ==== The external GPS

device connected to the UMPC will be able to receive its position. You can turn this feature on with the Track button or use the
Track menu. ==== CLIP ==== The calculator has a built-in clip. It holds a pen/thumb or touch device. ==== LCD ==== A 6

lines (24 characters) Liquid Crystal Display. ==== DAT ==== A 4 lines (16 characters) 12 bits SRAM memory. ==== SD
==== A SD card reader that allows the introduction of additional ROMs (almost all that can be done with dialkeys.cfg). ====

PIPE ==== A serial cable to connect to a real RT-323 keyboard. ==== TRACKER ==== A serial cable to an external GPS
device. ==== SCREEN ==== A mini video out screen. ==== VGA ==== A regular VGA screen. ==== USB ==== A standard

USB port. ==== IR ==== A IR remote. If the
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DialKeys is the perfect scientific/businesscalculator with the power of spreadsheet or financial programmIng on a UMPC. New
and famous physics teacher, Jacques Louis Soret, couldn't care less about what keyboard. He just wants a calculator that does
not betray the speed and simplicity of an abacus. Soon, Jacques Louis Soret's frustration will lead to the birth of DialKeys, the

first UMPC calculator with no keyboard! With its sophisticated features, DialKeys will turn the calculator into a
scientific/business productivity tool that will be appreciated by millions of users worldwide. ￭ All features are exactly like a

desktop calculator with a great customiZed interface ￭ All content (i.e. Physics equations, Finance equations, even supporting
Applications) for math, science, and business functionality is completely designed in it's own fashion and individualized to
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fulfill a high level of accuracy and usability ￭ The new minimalistic interface will satisfy even the most demanding users. ￭ No
Software requirements ￭ DialKeys is a fully user adaptive calculator ￭ Lots of customization options, including the ability to

choose the look and feel of the app ￭ "History" Log ￭ Customizable Tags ￭ "Tabbed" copy/paste (a clipboard for functions) ￭
"Highlight" the active function for fast switching ￭ Physical keyboard or touch interface ￭ A simple, fast, intuitive, and

ergonomical user interface. ￭ Built in Help, includes built in help files (Spanish, French, German, English, Russian, Arabic and
Japanese) ￭ Efficient, adapts perfectly to any device (UMPC, tablet PCs, Netbook, all types of Pocket PCs, Kiosks and so on) ￭

It supports numerous Operating Systems ￭ Runs on any device with a medium graphic resolution (1024x600, 1200x720,
1280x800) ￭ Use whatever Web Browser you want, from Microsoft IE to Mozilla Firefox, Chrome, Opera and Internet

Exploder. ￭ A lot of Educational and Business Applications ￭ A lot of free content - free software ￭ A lot of customization,
free, and without data restrictions ￭ Optimized for Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 ￭ No OTA connectivity ￭ Support for

palm devices ( 6a5afdab4c
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DialKeys is the most advanced touch enabled calculator software for the desktop PC available on the current market. DialKeys
provides Windows XP and Windows Vista touch, thumb and pen devices with advanced virtual keyboard interfaces for text
input, email launching in just 2 clicks, Geo Tagged picture shooting, and many more features. The DialKeys calculator modes'
are ideal for: ￭ Students following a scientific or business curriculum. Finally a computer that easily mixes with books, easy to
take to the labs and with the ergonomic design of real calculators and not QWERTY keyboards. ￭ Engineers who need and love
the usability of the calculator with which they grew up with, but also want the computing power of a modern PC. ￭ Anyone who
is applying for loans or wants to figure out the best placement for his/her savings. Now you easily check on the spot, the real
total revenues or cost, of what people propose to you. ￭ Any Math or Financial enthusiast that wants to explore their ideas when
on the go, and can test them on a powerful "Computer Algebra System" with a great interface (Honeycomb/Hexapad Skin) Here
are some key features of "DialKeys": ￭ Picture Snapper Features With the "Picture Snapper" feature your UMPC is
transformed into a portable camera powerhouse that has the capability of time and GPS tagging your photos. Take pictures and
paste them directly into Documents (e.g. Microsoft Live Writer, Microsoft Word, �) Snap pictures and upload them
automatically to web or ftp sites. Time and GPS stamps if enabled, are embedded in the snapped pictures. This will allow you to
easily arrange the pictures on maps or on timelines, a feature that surveyors and travelers are very keen on. ￭ GPS Locater
Features With the "GPS Locater" feature, your UMPC will have easy and convenient access to its location as well as online
location services. Embed your current location's GPS information into Documents: Real Estate Agents: Insert the location of a
property directly into your database when inspecting it. Surveyors: Note the GPS position with one click into a spread sheet or
any other kind of text based document/field. ￭ DialKeys with Maxima DialKeys Modes for Maxima (2x Modes; Scientific
Calculator and Business Calculator) ￭ Use a full fledged scientific mathematical software, with the ergonom

What's New In DialKeys?

- Calculator:DialKeys provides a basic calculator with Fibonacci, Taylor, etc. - Business Calculator: DialKeys allows you to keep
track of your general math functions, like square root, sin, power and derivatives. - Financial Calculator: DialKeys allows you to
keep track of your finances with your income and expenses. - Scientific Calculator: DialKeys is a full featured scientific
calculator with: logarithms, exponents, calculus, statistics, RPN, finance, and many more.The following description of
background art may include insights, discoveries, understandings or disclosures, or associations together with disclosures not
known to the relevant art prior to the disclosed embodiments but provided by the disclosed embodiments. Some of such
contributions of the disclosed embodiments may be specifically pointed out below, whereas other such contributions of the
disclosed embodiments will be apparent from their context. In magnetic resonance imaging, nuclear magnetic resonance signals
are produced by a body to be examined (the object) in an alternating magnetic field that is generated by a basic field magnet.
The nuclear magnetic resonance signals are processed, and an image of the body can be reconstructed from the resulting raw
data. The basic field magnet produces a basic magnetic field that is substantially static in the magnet. In the following
description, the basic magnetic field will also be termed “static magnetic field”. The static magnetic field is in particular used to
align the nuclear spins of the atomic nuclei of the body. Such an alignment is frequently called “polarization”. Subsequently,
excited radio-frequency fields are radiated into the body by a radio-frequency (RF) coil in order to trigger magnetic resonance
phenomena. By these magnetic resonance phenomena, characteristic magnetic resonance signals are generated, the lines of
which can be processed. From these magnetic resonance signals, an image of the body, which may be specific for particular
examination methods, is usually reconstructed. The static magnetic field is in this case usually oriented in an imaging volume
(e.g., a cylinder, an annulus, a sphere, or a parallelepiped) that is delineated by a housing of the RF coil. A magnetic field sensor
is usually used to generate a measurement signal that is representative for the static magnetic field in a certain region, in order to
control operation of the MRI system. For example, in U.S. Pat. No. 6,700,588 B2, a basic field magnet with a permanent
magnet is disclosed. The basic field magnet contains a pair of magnetic field probes
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7, 8 or 10 (32/64-bit) • Windows DirectX 11-capable graphics card • Graphics driver version 341.72 or greater • 4
GB RAM • 300 MB free hard drive space • 32 or 64-bit OS • 8 GB of available storage space • Internet connection • 3-way or
larger HDMI-capable video card • Sony 4K HDMI cable (available for download) • High-speed internet
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